
 

Do the student evaluator survey

Sheet 6 Common problems

The key to the B to note that def are in

0k and hare norm 1 therefore they are in Ok

Must not forget to checkthy core actually alg integers
Just because they hare norm 1 doesn't mean that

they are an 0kt
Oq 2 II

8 295 t 8gFs has norm 1

Issue Just because K contains a rootofunity
doesnt mean item cyclotomie field

K QC3n



Today we will look at class groups and

Diophantine equations

ftp4arzo
feype

K QlFi3 want to compute its class

group and then use this to fund all solutions to
23 5413

Ep Recall that

CLK groupof all fractional ideals

subgroup ofcell principal froetend ideals

The key to computing these is the following



which means that if we want to compute CLK

we Can start by comping all ideals of norm
less than MK

Step Find Mk K Fed

n 2

Be l h O

what is QE Fts by theorem 2.1.11
413 3mod4

ALOK 4.13

So Mk 2 4 I 4.131k z 4.59

From thg we deduce that we only needto findall
ideals of norm G 4

To do this we find all prime numbers less than 4
and factor the ideals they generate in 0k

why is this enough

2 2 I iffy p 3.57711
a 3 3 inert E C 5 is a prime ideal.nOq

what are the ideals of norm sac



i hog norm I

Pz has norm 2 122 2,1 051

u CD has horn 32

pi nom y

Note tht B as principal

132 127 is also principal

so in Ctu they both
reduce to the trivial element

i e p PE EB and CGD a

So hone at most 2 elements in our chess group

it Ba but we need to check

if Epitasis ie if This principal

if it was principal say Recd then wewouldhare

2 NCH INK 2 I Nryacal 12

i e D debts we would hone d 1382 12

dis Ek But this can't happen So

R is not principal therefore

EPI CB

we wore 0k I CB ERB EG



lets use this to fond all Solotoons to al g't i3
Ca g 22

First we observe the following if a y is a solution

then x must be Coprome consider XS 8713

I must be odd Consider od g'eosmod8

The key idea to Solvang this is to look at this

as an equality of ideals in E 2073

cx5 gtfo S FI
we next want to check Hut yetis and T Fed

are coprime

Assume I derided them both with B a primeoded

then PICyeFcs and Bl y Fy
ord also Pla

Note 2J E y coff y Fy

Cry E e

Czy EP Play

So RICH and 1212cg

Ncaa Gonce x is odd PND Convince yourself
G the



81

so RICH and 121cg

but as a y are coprane GO 1cg 1
so I ICD

Therefor since YECStFcg7Cy
FcDwehoreideelsqbs.t

a'ecstfed Bely FT

by lemme 5 0.2

So in the Ctu this says

aY and Eb33 EB

but Khel 2 D Et3 E3

write ebf q

we we aebfjkcy i.FI og ideals

as elements we hone

a CatbfoD gtfo uEQetEEIB

f epmd out and compare coefficients
and you get de II 6 1

5 170 see 17


